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GREAT BAY

K

een observation of the world around us drives every kind of
science; and come to think of it, keen observation also drives
literature, art, and our interpretation of the past. It is hard to
think of a discipline that does not start with paying close attention
to, and documenting our surroundings. For the naturalists and
environmental scientists at GBNERR; exploring, understanding, and
sharing observations of Great Bay and the surrounding watershed is
central to our mission and what keeps our work fun. From the first
microscopes created by the Dutch in 1590 to the smart security system in your home; technology
has been influencing how we observe and how we use information throughout history. Advances
in remote sensing, wireless communication, data processing, and drone technology have influenced
the way we use technology in our everyday life and how we use it at the reserve. This issue of Great
Bay Matters digs into how our reserve and our partners use modern tools to monitor sensitive
ecosystems, capture information about elusive wildlife, and collect data across space and time to
understand New Hampshire’s natural resources. To learn more about how our federal partner,
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration uses technology to learn about the earth,
atmosphere and oceans, visit oceanexplorer.noaa.gov/technology/technology.html. It is an
exciting time to be a scientist or a naturalist: for any question that peaks our curiosity, there are
new tools to help us find an answer.
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feature
BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
AND FIELDWORK TO INFORM MARSH RESPONSE TO SEA LEVEL RISE

CHRIS PETER PHOTO
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Back in 2010, Reserve staff launched
a campaign to understand Great Bay
marsh elevation, and so plant species
assemblage, in detail. The backbone to this
was installing elevation benchmarks tied
to the National Spatial Reference System
throughout the Reserve. These marks are
points of highly accurate known location
and height that survey quality GPS units
can lock into allowing the accuracy of data

RACHEL STEVENS GRAPHIC

Plant zonation in salt marshes is determined by elevation above relative sea level.
This governs how frequently an area is
inundated by tidal water and consequently
the plant species that can survive there.
Highly salt tolerant cordgrass, or Spartina
alterniflora, forms the band of low marsh
immediately next to the water’s edge as it
is the single species that can survive twice
daily flooding. Next inland is the high
marsh, a more diverse area comprised of
plant species that tolerate occasional flooding such as during
neap tides. The
terrestrial border
is where salt marsh
and upland plant
species meet and
is inundated only
during extreme
flood events. Each
of these plant
zone bands will
move inland, or be
over-topped and
disappear, as sea
Quantum Spatial, Inc., a contractor for NOAA, chose to work with a
level continues
company called ARE to plan, mobilize, collect and deliver geospatial
to rise in New
elevation data. Here ARE staff prepare an UAS for flight at Great Bay
Hampshire.
Discovery Center.
nmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS)
use Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs), or simply “drones”, to
fly our skies collecting much more than
just photographs these days. Born from
the military and aviation industry, UAS
carry “payloads” of either freight, or
instrumentation that can be all types
of camera, sensor, sniffer, or even radar.
Recently UAS were used to collect
important elevation data in key locations
around Great Bay.

Data collected by satellite or aerial photography can cover large areas seamlessly
allowing comparison of sites across broad
geographies under similar season and
weather conditions. In comparison, field data
can be collected in much more detail but only
over small areas. UAS data can link the two
scales by collecting data comprehensively
across a whole marsh or other specific site.

collected to be increased. Traditionally
benchmarks, or control points, are
associated with built infrastructure such
as roads, so to study marshes new ones
needed to be established. Sea level rise
is happening slowly, so we are “chasing
millimeters” and high accuracy allows
us to detect change as early as possible.
As part of the 2010 campaign, elevation
data points were collected in 1 meter
grids across marshes where vegetation
biomonitoring transects are located and
at Chapman’s Landing, a site where a
salt marsh restoration may take place in
the future. For each site this grid of data
points was used to create a digital surface
elevation model that shows the height of
the salt marsh plateau.
Last year, the boots on the ground
GPS fieldwork was repeated at the same
sites surveyed in 2010. This time we were
fortunate to work with our friends at
NOAA’s Office of Coastal Management
to use UAS to also collect comprehensive
elevation data remotely. Surveying by
UAS has clear advantages; data can be
collected without trampling sensitive
marsh plants, the grid of information,
or “point cloud” gathered is much denser
than 1m on the ground sampling, it is
much faster and requires fewer staff to
be involved. Coupled with high resolution tidal wetland habitat data recently
completed by the Reserve in partnership
with NOAA and the NH Coastal Program,
this detailed UAS elevation data can be

Recently released high resolution tidal wetland habitat data for the state is available on the
University of NH’s “Coastal Viewer”, an online mapping service available at nhcoastalviewer.org.
It is a free, clickable easy-to-use web application that allows custom maps to be created zoomed
into any area of interest.

used to discover the elevation range each
marsh plant species occurs within. This
information is important to track marsh
response to sea level rise over time and
also to design restoration projects specific
to conditions found within Great Bay.
Collecting data about marshes at
various scales is a strength of the National
Estuarine Research Reserve System. A
multi-scale approach informs integrated
assessments to study, restore or protect
tidal marshes at the local, state, regional
and national scales. Each method gives
meaningful information but answers
different questions. Data collected by sat-

ellite or aerial photography can cover large
areas seamlessly allowing comparison of
sites simultaneously under similar season
and weather conditions. At the smallest
scale, fieldwork allows single elevation
points to be taken, individual plant stems
counted, salinity measured, or soil samples
collected. UAS provide intermediate scaled
data that bridges the gap between these
two extremes. Here at Great Bay we are
fortunate to be at a nexus of these technologies allowing us to truly get to know our
marshes in depth.

Rachel Stevens, Stewardship Coordinator, GBNERR

Part of a digital surface
elevation model looking down
a tributary of the Squamscott
River. The warmer the color the
higher elevation, from tree top
down to water channel. In this
graphic you can even see the
osprey platform visible from the
Great Bay Community Wildlife
Garden at Chapman’s Landing.
ARE and Google Earth images.
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feature

O

ne hundred years ago, in 1921, who
could have imagined that it would
be possible to drive in a car and call a
friend on something called a cell phone
just by speaking out loud; fly a nearly
weightless plastic object in the sky and
capture dramatic video of a 25 foot long
anaconda deep in the Amazon jungle; or
even take a picture of your newborn and
instantly send it out to the world. Today,
Researchers collect biological
samples of marine life from
Great Bay to process
eDNA for future use.
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these technologies are commonplace, and
seem only limited by our imaginations.
Many of today’s readily available tech
devices got their starts as military tools
or even as props in sci-fi movies. But now,
one of the biggest winners in the race
for new technologies is the environment.
From satellites to simple trail cams, we are
studying our natural world and the plants
and animals that call it home in ways we
may never have imagined.
Globally, exploration of the ocean and
hard to reach environments has improved
exponentially in systematic, scientific
and noninvasive ways using a variety of
tools. For example, meteorologists have
used environmental satellites to monitor
the atmosphere for years, but the use of
satellite data to monitor the ocean is more
recent. Satellites are now telling us about
sea surface temperatures, ocean waves
and currents, global ocean carbon, phytoplankton production and even migration
patterns of whales. And in Great Bay,
satellites have become an integral part of
tracking marsh response to sea level rise
over time. (See feature one of this issue).
But you don’t have to rely on a rocket
scientist to study the environment either.

Often considered a legal slam dunk in
solving crimes, DNA sequencing has now
become a valuable tool for researchers in
Great Bay to determine species presence
without having to find and collect the
actual species itself! Environmental DNA
(eDNA) is the genetic material shed by
organisms in the water column. By collecting samples of mucus, feces, or tissue
particles, scientists can process eDNA to
make new discoveries about marine life
and store this eDNA for several years,
making it possible to revisit samples when
needed.
Once primarily used by hunters, trail
cams have become a valuable tool in an
ever increasing technological arsenal to
assist biologists in monitoring wildlife.
“Connect-the-Coast”, spearheaded by the
Nature Conservancy (TNC), is an initiative
to identify networks of connecting lands
for wildlife across southeastern New
Hampshire, including connections into
Massachusetts and Maine, in response
to increasing habitat fragmentation. The
project is centered on New Hampshire’s

Estuary Almanac
White-tailed Deer (Odocoileus virginianus)
There are an estimated 100,000
white-tailed deer in New Hampshire and
one of the most common species caught on
game cameras throughout the state. They
are typically tan or reddish brown with a
white underbelly and a tail that is brown with
a dark center stripe above and white below.
In the winter, their coats become grayish
helping to camouflage them during the snowy
months when vegetation has died. They
are widespread throughout the U.S and are
highly adaptable to many habitats. In New
Hampshire, they are most dominant in the
southern counties, including Rockingham.
During the spring, summer, and fall, deer
browse on green plants and leaves along with
fallen nuts and corn left in agricultural fields.
In winter, finding food can be difficult.
Without abundant leafy greens to feed on,
they must survive on twigs, bark and often
acorns scratched up from under the snow.
Heavy snows can also make it difficult for
them to find food. White-tailed deer often
gather under conifer stands in “deer yards”.
They generally form into two social groups.

result, both wildlife corridors and priority
road segments were identified to guide
protection of areas that allow wildlife to
move across the landscape, and to help
prioritize infrastructure replacement at
road-stream crossings.
Wildlife use of these structures is then
validated using remote technologies such
as telemetry data or deployment of trail
cameras, capturing successful examples of

The family group, includes a
mother doe and her young who
will stay together for about one
year. A buck group will contain
3-5 males with established
hierarchies. In the winter, the
two groups may join together to
keep warm and stay protected
from predators. White-tailed deer
are able to swim, run and jump
extremely well. Winter coats
of northern deer have hollow
hair shafts that fill with air. This
makes the coat so buoyant that
it is hard for an animal to sink
if exhausted. White-tailed deer
can run at speeds up to 36 mph,
although they typically run to the
nearest cover and never for long distances. A
deer can also leap 8.5 feet vertically and 30
feet horizontally.
White-tailed deer shed their antlers
annually, usually around February. A buck’s
first antlers may be solitary spikes, but in
their third year, it is expected for them to
have about 8 points. The size and structure
of antlers differ greatly because of nutritional
factors. Despite common belief, you cannot

this bobcat (pictured left) using the
newly constructed Lubberland Creek
culvert at Bay Road in Newmarket,
NH. In September 2020, a work
group convened with members
from NH Fish and Game, TNC, NH
Dept. of Transportation, Society for
the Protection of New Hampshire
Forests, NH Dept. of Environmental
Services, and NH Audubon to expand
TNC’s model to a statewide coverage.
What innovations will we have one
hundred years from now and will our
environment have improved because of
technology? One can only hope.

Kelle Loughlin, Education Coordinator, GBNERR
Katie Callahan, GIS Coordinator, DoIT - NHFG

© LYNN BYSTROM / DREAMSTIME.COM

coastal watershed, which includes
Atlantic coast drainages along the
outer coast and the Salmon FallsPiscataqua River Watershed.
Maintaining a connected network of habitat patches is essential
to allow native wildlife populations
to persist in New Hampshire’s
rapidly changing landscape. Recently
The Nature Conservancy completed a
spatial model to identify wildlife connectivity in the coastal watershed (www.
nature.org/content/dam/tnc/nature/
en/documents/nh-connect-the-coastreport.pdf). The Connect-the-Coast model
used land cover classified from LANDSAT
satellite imagery, proximity to riparian
areas, distance from roads, and slope based
on USGS digital elevation models. As a

tell a deer’s age by its antlers; the age of
a deer is most commonly determined by
observing the wear on its teeth.
This winter, if you are quiet and watch
closely, you might be able to spot some
white-tailed deer along the shores of Great
Bay, or catch them on a game cam as they
wander through your yard!
Kelsey Hanson, Naturalist, GBNERR
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NERRS NEWS
Program News and Events From GBNERR

TACKLING INVASIVE PLANTS TOGETHER:
Four agencies work cooperatively to manage invasive plants in key locations of the Reserve

T

his growing season stewardship staff worked with three
partner agencies to manage
invasive plants on key properties
within the Reserve. Working
for a common cause, the NH
Department of Agriculture and
the US Forest Service along
with the Reserve worked on
removing plants, while staff at
the Department of Transportation
were kind enough to help
rehabilitate an ATV needed for the
project. Historically, several invasive plant species were first introduced to New Hampshire in the Seacoast, the
part of the state Colonial settlers first set foot.
Over time, they brought with them medicinal

and other useful plants from home, some of
which became invasive, slowly outcompeting
native NH plants. Invasive plants know no
boundaries and many species are now firmly

EVELYN BROWNE CONSERVATION AWARD

T

he Evelyn Browne Conservation Award was established in 1996
to honor the memory of a remarkable woman who dedicated
her life to protecting the Great Bay Estuary. This award is presented
annually by the Great Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve to
an individual(s) who has made a significant contribution towards the
protection and conservation of the Great Bay Estuary. The Reserve
is pleased to announce that this year’s award goes to Robert S.
Kennedy (Bob) of Durham, New Hampshire!
Bob, is a remarkable individual who has dedicated his life
to natural resource and wildlife conservation, and particularly in
this past couple of years, has given a significant amount of time
assisting the Reserve in a variety of projects. In 2018 he joined the
Great Bay 5k committee to learn as much as he could about the
race as he had agreed to take on the role of race director beginning
in 2019. Bob also endeavored to begin monitoring osprey around
the estuary, something he has done for decades in other estuaries,
as a highly respected ornithologist and author. This past spring
he assisted Reserve staff in erecting a new osprey platform and
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banding two adults
and a juvenile. Bob
was also successful at
having the state allow
the Great Bay Stewards
to adopt a section of
highway along the
estuary and spends
countless hours picking
up trash throughout
the watershed. We are
so grateful that Bob
has joined our Reserve
family and we are
extremely pleased to
have chosen Bob as
the recipient of this
year’s award.

rooted throughout our Seacoast
landscape. Consequently, stewardship staff “pick their battles”
and strategically tackle areas
where invasive plant management has most impact. Examples
include where a new species is
coming into an area, locations
where invasives are particularly
likely to spread, or in highly
ecologically sensitive areas. More
information on planning invasive
plant management strategically
can be found at wildnh.com/
invasives.
Kerri Strobeck, Research and Stewardship
intern, GBNERR

Educational Offerings
GET OUTSIDE THIS WINTER!

Look for signs of wildlife all around you! Here are two ways to connect with the creatures
that have been hopping, flying, crawling, or leaping around your back yards!

OWL PELLET DETECTIVE
IN THE SNOW

M

any people reconnected with nature this past year by hiking on
local trails. Locating animal signs along a trail is fun to do! Animals
often utilize human traveled trails in the winter when there is snow cover,
because it is the path of least resistance as the snow gets packed down.
Take home a plaster cast of an animal track by following these easy
steps.

You will need:

1. Put on rubber
gloves and pick
apart your owl pellet
with tweezers
2. Separate bones, fur
and feathers

l
l

© MICHA KLOOTWIJK / DREAMSTIME.COM

3. Try to determine the parts of the
skeleton you have found (use a bone chart you can find online to
help)
4. Can you tell what your owl pellet had for dinner? Did it eat more
than one species?
5. Share your findings with a friend!

© REMUS CUCU / DREAMSTIME.COM

Dissect an Owl Pellet

© MIKAEL MALES / DREAMSTIME.COM

W

hat is an owl pellet? An owl pellet is the indigestible material
such as bones, teeth, feathers, fur and insect shells that an
owl regurgitates after a meal. You can look for your own owl pellet
if you have access to a wooded forest. Many species of owls such
as the Great Horned Owl live in thick coniferous forests where they
can find plenty of prey. Search under the base of any large tree or
branches. If you can’t find one on your own, you can obtain them from
www.carolina.com/knowledge/2020/02/19/all-about-owl-pellets.
Remember to wear rubber gloves when collecting pellets or handling
pellets you have purchased. You may also find pellets from other birds
of prey as well, such as eagles or hawks.

Plaster of Paris
Spray bottle with water

1. Before you make a cast, you have to make sure the track can
hold up to the plaster. If the snow is wet, you can sprinkle some
powdered plaster over the track and let it set. If the snow is fluffy,
spray a mist of water over the track and wait for it to harden.
2. Mix the plaster so that it pours like half-melted ice cream. Add some
snow to cool it down because plaster gives off heat. You don't want
to melt the snow too much!
3. If the plaster freezes before it sets, turn the cast track-side up and
bring it inside to thaw and finish setting.

Winter 2021
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A National Perspective: A National Effort to Improve Justice, Diversity
and Inclusion

D

uring the summer of 2020, many people
and organizations around the country took
a hard look in the mirror and asked themselves tough questions about race, diversity,
justice and inclusion. As with many science
and conservation groups around
the country, the National Estuarine
Research Reserve System (NERRS) is not
representative of the demographics of the
nation and is not doing as much
as we can to welcome all types
of people into our programs,
our leadership and our decision
making. Each year, staff from the
29 reserves from around the country
gather in one place to share ideas,
plan national initiatives, and support our
mutual work to protect and promote estuaries. The 2020 NERRS annual meeting
took place in October, and had a decidedly
different feel. The meeting was virtual, and
the gathering held conversations running
throughout the plenary, regional sessions,
and sector specific meetings to discuss
Justice, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion in
the NERRS Network.
The System will be initiating a
workgroup to guide a longer term effort
to develop a strategy for the NERRS,

and is looking for guidance and inspiration
from leaders who have faced this challenge,
and from other coastal and environmental
organizations that are implementing real
change. At the plenary, participants heard from
J. Drew Lanham from Clemson University and
Parker McMullen Bushman from Ecoinclusive
(ecoinclusive.org), a non-profit that provides
training and resources for non-profit,
cultural, and environmental organizations
to aid them in building a culturally
competent staff that reflects the populations
they serve. The plenary showed us the
diversity we have in our sites now, prompted
us to keep an open heart and mind, and
allowed for reserves to ask Parker
and Drew questions about how our
system can do better.
Here in New Hampshire, our
friends group, The Great Bay Stewards
are also committed to this effort, and have
started by dedicating resources to diversify
participation in our school programs, visitor
experience, and Stewards fundraisers. One of
the most rewarding things about being a part
of a National Estuarine Research Reserve is
there is always much to learn and meaningful
work to do; in the estuaries we protect, the
communities we work in, and within ourselves.

Volunteer for Great Bay!
• Do you love to get outside?
We have two solo, outdoor,
volunteer opportunities that might
interest you. Our phenology
volunteers complete walks along
the boardwalk all year long
collecting species data, and our
“Adopt a Garden” volunteers tend
to their own garden space, typically
March-October.
8 •
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• If you are a corporate group
or local organization looking to
schedule small group outdoor
workdays we would love to work
with you.
Contact Melissa at melissa.brogle@
wildlife.nh.gov or 603-778-0015 with
any questions or to be added to our
volunteer list.

view from the Chair

Going Remote

R

emote is a word that came
to define much of 2020. The
Stewards Board of Trustees started
holding meetings via Zoom last
March, and over the summer and
fall small committees occasionally
spread out at picnic tables at the
Discovery Center, at a distance but
still delighted to see each other
after so many months apart. We
welcomed new board member
Martin Borg, a retired educator; held the Great Bay 5K and 55K Challenge;
worked on fiscal policies; and celebrated the contribution we made toward
creating a full-time volunteer coordinator position at the Reserve.
In the spring several Stewards assembled near the Center’s boardwalk
to witness the banding of a juvenile osprey, and this past fall we were
thrilled when the camera overlooking the Discovery Center’s nest finally
went live after much trial and error. Seeing the osprey up close and personal

was fascinating, from the fish parts strewn about the nest to the talons
that, according to osprey Master Bander Bob Kennedy (and runner – find
out more below!), could pierce through a man’s arm when full grown. But
watching the osprey and its parents on the Discovery Center television
also provides an intimate look at their lives, from the juvenile’s start as a
well-tended egg to the sight of one adult watching the nest from a nearby
branch. Remote observation gives us the opportunity to learn so much
more about these magnificent birds, and we look forward to streaming
and sharing these sites with all of you in the future.
We hope you, too, have had your own recent opportunities to
experience nature both close up and from afar. We are so grateful to those
who continue to support us in these uncertain times, from responding to
our annual appeal to maintaining memberships to simply enjoying walks
along the estuary. We look forward to achieving new accomplishments in
the coming year, whether remote or reunited.
It’s a great time to make a difference,

Deb Alberts, Chair, Great Bay Stewards

Great Bay 5K

O

!

(and see everyone in person for the 5K!).

n a warm October morning, Great Bay 5K Race

The Great Bay Stewards is grateful this year for

Director Bob Kennedy headed out on a quest to

run some 35 miles around Great Bay. In response

the sponsorship of Sprague Operating Resources,

to the pandemic, the race committee and Stewards

Northeast Dermatology Associates, Oyster River

board had decided to go virtual with the 5K, but added

Running Company, Open Arms Racing Heart

the inaugural Great Bay 55K Challenge, a chance for

Foundation, Cardinal Point Property Management,

runners and walkers to circumnavigate the estuary

Northeast Delta Dental, Rotary Club of Durham-Great

and take in new sites along the way. Kennedy, a

Bay, D.F. Richard Energy, and Deciduous Brewing

regular marathon and ultra-marathon runner, had

Company. Breweries participating in providing a beer

decided to do it all in one go, and was joined by

or cider for runners who visit during the course of the

Reserve Research Coordinator, Chris Peter and for

race are Empty Pint Brewing Company, Liars Bench

sections along the way by other Reserve staff. We

Beer Co., North Country Hard Cider, Sawbelly Brewing,

were thrilled that over three weeks in October, so

Tilton Brothers Brewing, and Tributary Brewing Co.,

many other people ran the distance, whether they did

with The Franklin offering a half dozen oysters to race

it with a view of the estuary or completed it on the

participants who come in with their race bib during the

treadmill. We hope to continue the Challenge in 2021

course of the race.

PLEASE JOIN US!

All interested parties are cordially invited to become
Great Bay Stewards. Members receive Great Bay
Matters and other pertinent mailings.

Annual dues may be paid by check made payable to the Great Bay
Stewards and sent to: GBS Membership Committee, 89 Depot Road,
Greenland, NH 03840
q Guardian $150
q Protector $75
q Steward/Family $35 q Student $20 q Other $__________

name

_____________

address

_____________

town
state
email

____________
zip

_________
___________
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